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Background and objective: Cerebral vascular diseases are among the most burdensome diseases faced by society. 
However, investigating the pathophysiology of diseases as well as developing future treatments still relies heavily 
on expensive in-vivo and in-vitro studies. The generation of realistic, patient-specific models of the cerebrovas-
cular system capable of simulating hemodynamics and perfusion promises the ability to simulate diseased states, 
therefore accelerating development cycles using in silico studies and opening opportunities for the individual as-
sessment of diseased states, treatment planning, and the prediction of outcomes. By providing a patient-specific, 
anatomically detailed and validated model of the human cerebral vascular system, we aim to provide the basis 
for future in silico investigations of the cerebral physiology and pathology.
Methods: In this retrospective study, a processing pipeline for patient-specific quantification of cerebral perfusion 
was developed and applied to healthy individuals and a stroke patient. Major arteries are segmented from 3T MR 
angiography data. A synthetic tree generation algorithm titled tissue-growth based optimization (GBO)1 is used 
to extend vascular trees beyond the imaging resolution. To investigate the anatomical accuracy of the generated 
trees, morphological parameters are compared against those of 7 T MRI, 9.4 T MRI, and dissection data. Using 
the generated vessel model, hemodynamics and perfusion are simulated by solving one-dimensional blood flow 
equations combined with Darcy flow equations.
Results: Morphological data of three healthy individuals (mean age 47 years ± 15.9 [SD], 2 female) was an-
alyzed. Bifurcation and physiological characteristics of the synthetically generated vessels are comparable to 
those of dissection data. The inability of MRI based segmentation to resolve small branches and the small vol-
ume investigated cause a mismatch in the comparison to MRI data. Cerebral perfusion was estimated for healthy 
individuals and a stroke patient. The simulated perfusion is compared against Arterial-Spin-Labeling MRI per-
fusion data. Good qualitative agreement is found between simulated and measured cerebral blood flow (CBF)2 . 
Ischemic regions are predicted well, however ischemia severity is overestimated.
Conclusions: GBO successfully generates detailed cerebral vascular models with realistic morphological parame-
ters. Simulations based on the resulting networks predict perfusion territories and ischemic regions successfully.
1. Introduction

Neuronal and neurovascular diseases such as stroke, cerebral 
aneurysms, small vessel disease, and neurodegenerative diseases are 
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1 Tissue-Growth Based Optimization (GBO).

prevailing diseases among the world’s population. Resulting functional 
impairment increases morbidity and places a burden on society socially 
and financially. Stroke ranked as the third leading disease in disabil-
ity (by disability-adjusted life-years) in 2017 [27]. In 2019, 84.2 per 
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100,000 fatal cases occurred world-wide, about 50% of which were 
attributed to ischemic stroke [10]. Small vessel disease is assumed to 
cause up to 25% of strokes and further contribute to dementia progres-
sion in 45% of cases [3]. Despite continuous efforts to understand the 
underlying pathologies, many diseases remain poorly understood. Fur-
ther, the need for improved treatment methods to counter these diseases 
and increase the likelihood of a positive outcome after an intervention 
persists. However, fundamental research and the development of new 
therapies or pharmaceutics still heavily relies on in vivo and in vitro 
studies which are costly and may sometimes sacrifice animals. Simu-
lation models of the cerebral vasculature promise an accelerated and 
simplified alternative to investigate disease mechanisms, develop novel 
treatment methods, and test therapies in silico.

Previous studies attempted modeling the cerebrovascular system 
with various level of complexity. The human cerebral vasculature com-
prises multiple length scales from macroscale arteries down to mi-
croscale capillaries. Macro-scale models are used to simulate hemody-
namics of the major arteries using one-dimensional approximations of 
the governing equations [15,21,19,1,32] or detailed three-dimensional 
computational fluid dynamics studies [31,34]. While these approaches 
succeed in estimating local hemodynamics and predict brain areas with 
insufficient blood supply, the exact mechanisms of cerebral perfusion 
cannot be assessed due to the absence of smaller arterioles and cap-
illaries. Further, the location of ischemic tissue can only be predicted 
with low spatial specificity. Other authors explicitly modeled voxel-
sized volumes of microvasculature informed by ex-vivo data or based 
on computational optimization algorithms to elucidate the role of the 
microvasculature in cerebral perfusion [9,43,4,33,26,47,37]. However, 
only few approaches have been made to close the gap between large 
arteries and the microvasculature. Some authors make use of porous 
media models to approximate small vasculature implicitly, coupled 
to explicit models of major arteries [23,20,16,43,36,4,9,33,24]. Even 
though the coupled tissue models provide realistic boundary conditions, 
the insights that can be gained on the pathology of smaller vessels are 
severely limited. Further, some studies explicitly model vessels from 
multiple length scales informed by ex vivo data [28,17,22,42]. While 
obtaining very detailed models, applications are limited by the destruc-
tive techniques used. Ii and Shen et al. used tree generation algorithms 
to extend segmented vessels to the arteriole level with sparse spatial 
resolution [22,42]. Neither group proceeded to model vessels of the 
pre-capillary structures nor estimate cerebral blood flow.

Recently, Kim et al. proposed a novel tree generation algorithm 
called the growth based optimization (GBO) to extend segmented ves-
sels synthetically based on biologically informed optimization prin-
ciples [24]. Our study utilizes this work to generate patient-specific 
explicit models of the cerebral vasculature down to the pre-capillary 
scale. A major objective of this study is to validate the morphological 
accuracy of the generated vasculature to prove its feasibility for future 
applications. Major arteries of three healthy and one diseased patients 
are segmented from angiographies and extended using the GBO algo-
rithm. Morphological parameters including the segment length, length-
to-radius ratio, area ratio (𝐴𝑅),3 and asymmetry ratio (𝐴𝑆)4 of the 
healthy individuals are compared to anatomic data acquired by dissec-
tion, 7 T MRI and 9.4 T MRI. Good agreement between the generated 
vasculature and ex-vivo measured anatomical data is found. Further, a 
perfusion simulation is conducted utilizing the generated smaller ves-
sels by explicitly coupling them to capillary-level blood transport. The 
use of porous media perfusion models is limited to small pre-capillary 
and capillary structures, exploiting the isotropic structures of capillaries 
while retaining important directionality of arteriole structures. Perfu-
sion results obtained by applying the processing pipeline to healthy 
patients show good qualitative agreement with perfusion data acquired 

3 Area ratio (AR).
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4 Asymmetry ratio (AS).
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using Arterial Spin Labeling MRI and demonstrate the capability to pre-
dict gray and white matter distributions in healthy patients. Further, the 
predictive capabilities of the methodology were explored by simulating 
perfusion of a stroke patient. The autoregulatory response was success-
fully modeled and ischemic region in the diseased patient is predicted 
successfully.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Tree generation algorithm

Cerebral vessel networks for perfusion simulations are generated in 
the following steps: First, major cerebral arteries are segmented using 
Simvascular [46]. Centerline points are recorded with the local vessel 
radius. Smaller vessels missed in the segmentation are constructed using 
GBO [24]. GBO generates tree structures by defining an initial tissue 
configuration around outlets and growing tissue and tree structures in 
succession until the final tissue volume is reached. The latter is obtained 
by segmenting tissue from T1-weighted images using Freesurfer [39,12,
13,44,11,40,5–7,14]. Processing steps are depicted in Fig. 1.

2.2. Blood flow simulation algorithms

To describe hemodynamics, a steady, one-dimensional approxima-
tion of the Navier-Stokes equations is used for the explicitly modeled 
vessel networks. The equations are applied per vascular segment and 
between individual segments mass conservation and the continuity of 
pressure are enforced. Assuming rigid walls, mass conservation and mo-
mentum balance per vascular segment are given by:

Mass conversation:
𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑧
= 0, (1)

Momentum conversation:
𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜕

𝜕𝑧
[(1 + 𝛿) 𝑄

2

𝑆
]+ 𝑆

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
= 𝑆 ⋅𝑓 +𝑁𝑄

𝑆
.

(2)

𝑄 describes flow rate, 𝑝 pressure, and 𝑆 cross-sectional area as a func-
tion of the axial coordinate. Further, 𝛿 determines a flow profile shape 
dependent parameter and 𝑁 = 8𝜋𝜈 describes a viscous loss parameter 
with the kinematic viscosity 𝜈. Blood is assumed as a Newtonian fluid. 
External forces 𝑓 may apply. All equations are assembled in a matrix 
and solved using a LU decomposition.

Additionally, a Darcy model is solved for small vessels which are not 
explicitly modeled. It relates flow through a porous medium to pressure 
driving the flow. For a three-dimensional domain Ω with boundary Γ
the Darcy velocity with components 𝑣𝑖 =

𝑄𝑖

𝐴
equals

𝒗 = −𝜅
𝜇
∇𝑝 (3)

inside Ω with fluid density 𝜌. Here, 𝜅 is the tissue permeability and 𝜇 is 
the dynamic viscosity of blood. The velocity field satisfies the boundary 
conditions

∇ ⋅ 𝒗 = 𝛽𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
(
𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 − 𝑝

)
− 𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘

(
𝑝− 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘

)
in Ω. (4)

One Darcy compartment is coupled to each outlet of the vessel model. 
Local tissue pressure 𝑝 is related to the source pressure corresponding 
to computed outlet pressure and the sink pressure set to approximate 
venous pressure by coupling coefficients 𝛽𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 and 𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘. Each 𝛽𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
is given by

𝛽𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 =
𝑇𝐶𝐵𝐹𝑊𝑀∕𝐺𝑀

(𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 − 𝑝)
, (5)

where 𝑇𝐶𝐵𝐹𝑊𝑀∕𝐺𝑀 describes the target perfusion coefficient of the 
supplied white or gray matter tissue partition and the mean difference 
between source pressure and tissue pressure is used in the denominator. 
Finally, perfusion is estimated per tissue volume by solving the Darcy 
flow model using a stabilized finite element method solved using a gen-

eralized minimum residual method. CBF is defined as
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Fig. 1. Processing pipeline: from image data to simulated perfusion.
𝐶𝐵𝐹 = 𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 ⋅ (𝑝− 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘). (6)

2.3. Boundary conditions and simulation details

For the one-dimensional blood flow simulations, boundary condi-
tions are assigned at inlets, walls, and outlets of the model. At inlets, 
mean aortic pressure of 93.3 mmHg is set. Zero flow is set at vessel 
walls. For each outlet, flow is assigned based on the associated brain 
tissue volume.

2.4. Autoregulatory mechanism for the cerebrovascular system

An autoregulatory mechanism is applied to approximate cerebral 
blood flow control mechanisms of the cerebrovascular system. Vasodi-
lation is applied to vessels smaller than a set threshold 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 to model 
vasodilation of arteriole vessels. Due to the pressure-dependent cou-
pling coefficients of the perfusion model, low outlet pressure values 
are indicative of low perfusion. Hence, outlet pressure values lower 
than 𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 trigger dilation of the segment and all upstream ves-
sels smaller than 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 . Dilation is continued until the pressure rises 
above 𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 or a maximum dilation 𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 is reached. Pressure 
and flow are computed initially and computation is repeated following 
each dilation step until dilation factors converge. Dilation is reported 
by defining relative change in radius:

𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
⋅ 100 [%]. (7)

2.5. Bootstrapping for tree morphology comparison

To validate tree morphology of the generated vasculature, we con-
ducted a comparison study against experimentally obtained tree mor-
phology data. The investigated parameters are shown in Table 1. A di-
rect quantitative comparison between experimental and synthetic data 
was not feasible due to different sample sizes and resolution of the 
data. Therefore, synthetic tree data were resampled using bootstrap-
ping. Bootstrapping repetitively executes drawing with replacement 
from an original sample, creating 𝑁 resamples with equal number of 
data points as the compared data. For this, a histogram with 0.05 mm 
bin-width was created of the radii for all experimental data points. The 
average radius is used for the segment-specific and the proximal radius 
for bifurcation-specific data due to data availability. The number of 
segments per bin of the experimental data are drawn from the equally 
binned synthetic data randomly and with repetition. Data bins with-
out synthetic data points are excluded from the experimental data. The 
3

process is repeated 𝑁 = 1000 times and a synthetic data distribution 
with equal number of data points as the experimental distribution is 
obtained every time. Finally, histograms of the quantities investigated 
are created from the resampled data and of all the histograms the aver-
age is taken per bin. This way, equal numbers of data points and similar 
radius ranges are included in the experimental and synthetic distribu-
tions for fair comparison.

2.6. Scaling of arterial spin labeling data

The ASL data available in this study was acquired at three tesla us-
ing a Hadamard sequence. Due to the scanning-time optimized design of 
this acquisition, a lower signal-to-noise ratio was achieved and the ASL 
data exhibits physiologically unreasonable perfusion values in some lo-
cations. In order to enhance comparability to the simulated results the 
ASL data was adjusted to match the mean and standard deviation of the 
simulated perfusion of the whole brain. Further, negative values were 
set to zero.

2.7. Patient information

This single-center, retrospective study was approved by the local 
Institutional Review Board (IRB No. H-2204-116-1317). Patients were 
screened for contraindications to MR before the study and provided 
informed consent. A T1-weighted image, a TOF-MRA, and a Hadamard-
encoded pseudo-continuous ASL were acquired for three healthy and 
one diseased patients.

3. Results

3.1. Synthetic tree generation

Three healthy individuals (P1, P2, P35; mean age 47 years ± 15.9 
[SD], 2 female) and one diseased patient (PD)6 were analyzed. Patient 
characteristics are detailed in Table A.5.

Each tetrahedral element of the finite element volume mesh con-
structed from the brain tissue corresponds to a tissue partition supplied 
by one corresponding outlet. Therefore, tissue mesh resolution and tree 
density are proportional. The vascular networks were generated for two 
different tissue mesh resolutions resulting in low resolution synthetic 
tree data (LR) and high resolution synthetic tree data (HR) (Table 2). 
Only the latter is described in detail.

5 Patient 1 (P1), Patient 2 (P2), Patient 3 (P3).

6 Patient diseased (PD).
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Table 1

Morphology parameters: Quantitative parameters to investigate the vascular morphology.

Parameter Computation

Geodesic vessel length (𝐿𝐺) The geodesic length of a vascular segment connecting two bifurcations.
Average radius (𝑟) The average radius computed using all discrete points of the segment.
Proximal radius (𝑟𝑝) The average radius computed using only the points of the second quartile of the segment.
Distal radius (𝑟𝑑 ) The average radius computed using only the points of the third quartile of the segment.
Length-to-radius-ratio (LR) The ratio of geodesic vessel length and proximal radius: LR= 𝐿𝐺

𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙
.

Area-ratio (𝐴𝑅) The area ratio of a bifurcation is computed by dividing the area of all children by the parent vessel area using the first and last point respectively 
where n is the number of children bifurcating from the parent vessel: 𝐴𝑅 = 𝜋𝑟21+...+𝜋𝑟

2
𝑛

𝜋𝑟20
.

Asymmetry-ratio (𝐴𝑆) The asymmetry-ratio is computed by dividing the area of the smallest children vessel of a bifurcation by the area of the largest children: 
𝐴𝑆 = 𝜋𝑟21

𝜋𝑟2
𝑛

=
𝑟2
𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑,𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑟2
𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥

.

Minimum-work-ratio 𝐴𝑠 proposed by Murray [30], the ratio between parent and children vessels for a binary bifurcation is given as 𝑟30 = 𝑟31 + 𝑟32 to comply with the 
principle of minimum work. To visualize the compliance of the data with this law, a regression between parent and children radii is performed such 
that k = 𝑟31+𝑟

3
2

𝑟30
is obtained.

Table 2

Tree generation results: Quantitative data of vascular trees for low and high resolution.

Resolution Number of segments Number of outlets (WM/GM) Average outlet size (WM/GM) Total vascular volume

P1
LR 6353 1559 / 1604 88.34 μm / 135.81 μm 13.1406 cm3

HR 221633 39038 / 71765 30.72 μm / 44.48 μm 16.6143 cm3

P2
LR 6031 1545 / 1471 97.92 μm / 151.40 μm 10.8384 cm3

HR 238475 44048 / 75190 30.64 μm / 44.56 μm 14.6183 cm3

P3
LR 7677 1853 / 1970 94.18 μm / 138.62 μm 13.2215 cm3

HR 252873 43700 / 82722 31.70 μm / 45.58 μm 17.3124 cm3

PD
LR 5314 1254 / 1403 93.21 μm / 147.92 μm 8.68561 cm3

HR 200736 35333 / 65035 30.55 μm / 45.20 μm 12.2148 cm3
Table 3

Tree generation parameters: Parameters used for the genera-
tion of synthetic trees.

Parameter Value

Metabolic work coefficient (𝑚𝑏) 1 × 107 J/mm3

Tree data discrete point spacing 0.4 mm
Distance criteria (𝑑) 5.0 cm
Radius-to-flow exponent (𝑘) 3.0
Target perfusion white matter (𝑇𝐶𝐵𝐹𝑊𝑀 ) 20 mL/100 g/min
Target perfusion gray matter (𝑇𝐶𝐵𝐹𝐺𝑀 ) 80 mL/100 g/min

Table 4

Simulation parameters: Parameters used in the perfusion simulation.

Parameter Value

Source pressure Computed outlet pressure
Venous pressure 0.0 mmHg

Source conductance (𝛽𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒)
𝑇𝐶𝐵𝐹𝑊𝑀∕𝐺𝑀

(𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒−𝑝)
1/s/mmHg

Sink conductance (𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘) 8.7 × 10−7 1/s/mmHg
Permeability (𝜅) 8.0 × 10−8 m2

Blood viscosity (𝜇) 0.04 m Pa s
Blood density (𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑 ) 1.06 g/cm3

Brain tissue density (𝜌𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒) 1.05 g/cm3

Cutoff radius (𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 ) 400 μm
Threshold pressure (𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) 35 mmHg
Maximum dilation factor (dilation𝑚𝑎𝑥) 50%

Parameter values used for the tree generation and simulation are 
presented in Table 3 and 4, respectively.

3.2. Tree morphology comparison

Resampled morphological parameters are compared to data ob-
tained by dissection, 7 T MRI, and 9.4 T MRI provided by Helthuis 
et al. [18] (Fig. 2).

Following the resampling described in section 2.5, synthetic data 
4

points with similar radius values as experimental data are selected for 
comparison to each experimental data set. Hence, synthetic data of each 
patient varies in the three rows. Synthetic segment lengths exhibit a 
high number of short segments. Longer segments (larger than 5 mm) are 
underrepresented in comparison to all experimental data. This happens 
as the length of vessels generated by the GBO algorithm is dependent on 
the mesh resolution of the tissue mesh. For the high mesh resolution, 
short segments are predominantly generated. Morphological parame-
ter comparison with low resolution synthetic tree data are given in the 
supplements (Fig. A.1). Since similar radius ranges are enforced by the 
bootstrapping procedure, the distribution of length values translates to 
the length-to-radius ratios (LR-ratios). Values larger than 25 are under-
represented in synthetic data. Area ratios (AR) show good agreement 
to dissection data with more than 50% of values between 0.9 and 1.1 
in both domains. Small side branches (SSB)7 bifurcate from larger ves-
sels without significant decrease in area leading to AR’s around one. 
This peak is only observed for dissection data. Larger AR dominate for 
MRI data as it does not capture SSB appropriately. In 7 T MRI data SS-
B’s remain undetected due to the resolution limitation, resulting in a 
mismatch in the comparison. In 9.4 T MRI data, only a small volume 
of microvasculature is investigated. SSB occur on larger vessels and de-
cay towards the pre-capillaries, therefore being underrepresented in the 
small 9.4 T volume. Only in dissection data SSB’s are present, providing 
a realistic distribution of AR. This observation was made previously by 
the authors who obtained the experimental data [18] and is confirmed 
here. Similarly, asymmetry ratios (AS) coincide best with dissection 
data, where small AS’s correspond to SSB’s bifurcating from large ves-
sels. Disagreement which is found between the experimental MRI and 
synthetic data can be attributed to the absence of SSB. Importantly, 
small SSB in the synthetic tree data are only observed if the resolution 
of the underlying tissue mesh is sufficiently high to create small vessels. 
SSB are not resembled well by the low resolution tree data presented in 
the supplements (Fig. A.1).
7 Small side branch (SSB).
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Fig. 2. Morphology comparison: Comparison between three different measured tree morphology parameters and high-resolution synthetic tree data (top row: 
dissection data, middle row: 7T MRI data, bottom row: 9.4T MRI data). Four different morphological parameters are analyzed: segment length, length-to-radius 
ratio, area ratio, and asymmetry ratio (left to right).
Fig. 3. Minimum work principal: minimum work ratio of healthy patients at 
high resolution synthetic tree data compared to that of dissection data.

Murray’s law postulates that a system of bifurcating tubes utilizes 
minimal work if bifurcations obey 𝑟30 = 𝑟31 + 𝑟32. The linearly regressed 
relationship is plotted in Fig. 3 in comparison to data obtained using 
dissection. Robust regression utilizing a bisquare weighting function 
implemented in the Matlab R2022b robustfit function was used to mit-
igate the effect of outliers. A slope close to one is found for all data 
5

sets, indicating the law is obeyed. Smaller vessels coincide better with 
the regression while more outliers are present at larger radii which are 
segmented from medical image data.

3.3. Hemodynamic results of healthy patients

Pressure and flow were simulated for the three healthy subjects. 
The pressure reduces from the aortic inlet pressure to outlet pressure 
values between 65 to 80 mmHg with an average outlet pressure of 
approximately 68 mmHg at radii of 10 μm (Fig. 4). Pressure reduces 
predominantly in smaller vessels while large arterioles and small arter-
ies carry flow with realtively little pressure reduction. Outlets located 
distant from inlets have lower pressure than those proximal to inlets, as 
visible for P1 and P3 where the cerebellum is supplied by posterior in-
ferior cerebellar arteries bifurcating directly from the vertebral arteries. 
In the case of P2, no cerebellar arteries are included in the segmen-
tation, hence the cerebellum is supplied by posterior cerebral arteries 
resulting in decreased pressure.

Mean pressure and flow are plotted against radii including standard 
deviation in the bottom row. Pressure expresses logarithmic behav-
ior with little pressure loss in larger arterioles and increasing pressure 
loss towards smaller vessels. The mean pressure standard deviation in-
creases towards the smaller outlets. Mean flow expresses exponential 
shape with decreasing standard deviation for smaller vessels.

3.4. Hemodynamic results of a diseased patient

Processing was repeated for one diseased patient (PD). The par-

tial occlusion of the left internal carotid artery is approximated by 
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Fig. 4. Pressure and flow distributions: Top row: pressure distribution (P1, P2, P3; left to right). Bottom row: mean pressure and flow with standard deviation over 
radius values.

Fig. 5. Pressure, flow, and dilation distributions: Top row: pressure, flow, and dilation distribution for PD. Bottom row: mean pressure, flow, and dilation with 
standard deviation for PD.
an 80% stenosis causing reduced pressure in the right hemisphere. 
The stenosis initially causes the simulated pressure gradient between 
6

inlets and affected tissue to be insufficient to drive flow to the af-
fected tissue. Although the anterior communicating artery provides a 
collateral pathway, pressure falls to zero in some areas and flow is di-

minished. Through vasodilation low pressure is relieved and flow is 
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Fig. 6. Perfusion simulation validation: Whole-brain simulated perfusion (top row), simulated perfusion cross-section (middle row, transverse plane), and perfusion 
estimated by ASL-MRI (bottom row, transverse plane, no contrast) for healthy (P1, P2, P3) and diseased (PD, male, 77 years, right cerebral infarction) patients (left 
to right).
partially restored proving the capabilities of the autoregulation mecha-
nism. Nevertheless, a maximum dilation of 50% of the original radius is 
not sufficient to fully relieve ischemia and a region of low pressure per-
sists. Fig. 5 displays the computed pressure, flow, and dilation. When 
comparing the pressure-radius plot to that of healthy patients, reduced 
mean pressure, increased pressure oscillations, and increased standard 
deviation in the range of smaller arterioles are observed. The latter are 
clearly attributed to the ischemic region. No change to the flow dis-
tribution is reported except for the diseased locations. Dilation occurs 
only for small vessels below the threshold of 400 μm to represent the 
arteriole vasodilation due to cerebrovascular autoregulation. Maximum 
dilation is reached almost exclusively in vessels downstream of the dis-
eased vessel. The whole range of possible dilation capacities is utilized 
with mean dilation around 10%. For the vessels above 350 μm in size, 
dilation linearly drops to zero.

3.5. Perfusion simulation results

Finally, perfusion is simulated by coupling the vascular model to 
the Darcy model accounting for small arterioles and capillaries that are 
omitted in the vascular model. Numerically solving the equations yields 
the Darcy velocity per tissue partition which is converted to the unit 
[mL/100 g/min] of cerebral blood flow (CBF). Fig. 6 shows a volume 
rendering of simulated perfusion for the patients. For healthy patients, 
simulated CBF is uniform across the brain surface except the cerebellum 
where high pressure was observed. For the diseased patient, a reduction 
of CBF values is visible in the diseased region of the right brain hemi-
sphere.

Cross-sections of the brain and a corresponding ASL-acquisition for 
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each individual reveal a symmetric distribution of CBF between both 
hemispheres for healthy patients. Gray matter areas towards the pial 
surface and white matter areas located at the cortex center are distin-
guishable in the simulation and qualitatively match the measured data 
with good agreement. In the fourth column, results for the diseased pa-
tient are displayed. An ischemic region on the right side of the brain 
corresponding to the occlusion is present. Uneven perfusion is reported 
for the two brain-hemispheres of the ASL data as well. While the loca-
tion of ischemia coincides with the location of ASL, there is a mismatch 
in quantitative values. Simulated ischemia is more severely represented 
than ischemia recorded by the ASL acquisition.

4. Discussion

We demonstrated the feasibility of the novel tissue-growth-based 
synthetic tree generation algorithm (GBO) to generate detailed vascular 
networks. As the GBO algorithm generates synthetic vascular trees effi-
ciently within hours, we generated the networks down to pre-capillary 
level achieving an unprecedented level of detail.

We compared morphological characteristics against those of mea-
sured data and show that the generated synthetic networks are anatom-
ically realistic. We further simulated hemodynamics of blood vessels 
explicitly down to pre-capillary vessels. We obtained a logarithmic dis-
tribution of pressure values against vessel radii which is similar to the 
findings of Hudetz et al. [21]. For the arterial flow, we obtained an 
exponential flow distribution against vessel radii. This is confirmed 
by various in vivo studies that discovered an exponential flow dis-
tribution in cat arterioles, rodent arteries, and human retinal vessels 
[25,38,29]. Recently, Snelling et al. investigated flow in the human 
cerebrovasculature using phase-contrast MRI and showed qualitative 

and quantitative agreement with the values observed in this study [41]. 
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Further, we estimated CBF by coupling a perfusion model to the arterial 
outlets whereby approximating blood flow in the capillary vessels im-
plicitly and compared to perfusion maps measured using medical imag-
ing modalities. Simulated perfusion maps of healthy subjects express 
distinct areas of gray and white matter. When compared to ASL acqui-
sitions a qualitative match of perfusion areas is observed for healthy 
patients. However, gradients between gray and white matter areas are 
less strong in the simulated perfusion maps. This is attributed to a con-
stant pressure-coupling-coefficient assigned at the outlets. As indicated 
in chapter 2.3, 𝛽𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 values may be updated iteratively to overcome 
this limitation.

An exponential flow distribution persists for the diseased patient. In 
areas affected by the occlusion, pressure values are reduced and ves-
sels dilated. These findings comply with observations in patients with 
carotid artery disease: perfusion pressure decreases and cerebral blood 
volume increases indicating vessel dilation in some patients [35]. A 
quantitative mismatch of ischemia between the simulation and ASL ac-
quisition is present showing overestimated under-perfusion in the simu-
lation. However, the predicted location of the ischemia is matched well 
to that observed in the ASL data. Reasons for the more severe simulated 
ischemia may be the development of secondary collateral pathways to 
supply under-perfused tissue. Multiple authors found a significant in-
fluence of collateral flow on hemodynamic impairment [2,35]. Further, 
the effect of autoregulation may be underestimated.

There are limitations in this study. First, this study has investigated 
three normal subjects and one diseased patient only. While proving the 
feasibility of the methodology presented, multiple normal and diseased 
patients with different location and severity of stenosis are to be investi-
gated and a quantitative analysis of the results is needed in the future to 
assess the applicability of the methods. Second, even though morpho-
logical characteristics were realistic when compared against those of 
the measured data, limitations in the resolution and sample size of the 
measured data hinder comparability to the synthetic whole-brain vas-
culature. More through comparison study is needed using segmented 
vessels of larger volumes acquired by ultra-high-field MRI or modern 
cone-beam computed tomography [8,45]. Third, the tree generation 
and perfusion simulation algorithms need to consider collateral net-
works which are observed frequently in the cerebrovascular system and 
local adjustment of pressure-coupling-coefficients for more realistic per-
fusion results. Autoregulation algorithms need to be further improved 
to better estimate the dilation capacity of patients.

5. Conclusion

The proposed vascular model and the proposed simulation meth-
ods have great potential in diagnostic applications, understanding of 
diseased pathologies, and for in-silico trials of drugs and treatment 
technologies. Thanks to the computational efficiency of the GBO al-
gorithm unprecedented level of detail with explicit vascular modeling 
down to the precapillary level was achieved. This level of detail opens 
the door to other applications next to stroke such as the investigation 
of small vessel disease and neurodegenerative diseases. By quantifying 
the morphological accuracy of the vasculature, this study strengthens 
the applicability for these purposes.
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